Abstract

This work is about a qualitative research of descriptive boarding, that argues the perception of the Nursing staff on the humanization of the labor and birth. Had participated as deponents of the study nursing area professionals who act in childbirth room of two public institutions of Rio de Janeiro. The analysis of the data was constructed with the depositions of the participants of the study, originating the construction of the following categories: Humanization in the Agreement of the Nursing Staff; Practical that the nursing staff considers as humanizators; Practical that the nursing staff considers as non-humanizator; and The nursing ahead of the humanization subject. In the final considerations it was evidenced the percipient difference of the deponents and the necessity of attitude change and position of the professionals of Nursing front to the assistance to the labor and birth, recognizing its importance as member of the staff of health in the assistance to woman and to the newborn.
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